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Overview of presentation
■ Introduction
 Standards, IPRs & business models
 Standardisation and competition law

■ Injunctions and the “patent wars”
 Beginning of “patent wars”
 Commission intervention (Motorola & Samsung cases)
 Huawei v ZTE

■ Further developments and Commission initiatives
 SEPs Communication and experts group
 Excursion: FRAND valuation
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INTRODUCTION:
STANDARDS, IP &
COMPETITION
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Standards
Forms:
• Technical standards and
standard terms
• Interoperability and
quality standards
• Open and proprietary
standards
• de facto, ad hoc, formal
and de jure standards

Benefits:
• Increase dispersion of technology
• Maintain quality, provide
information to consumers
• Ensure interoperability and
compatibility
• Increase downstream competition

Risks:
• Limited product variety
• Vehicle for collusion
• Create or enhance market power
(of IPR owners)
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Standards: Importance, Development
& IPR Models
(Laptop as a practical example)

Standards developed by:
• Consortia (44%)
• Formal SSOs (36%)
• Individual companies (20%)
More than 250 interop
standards on a modern
laptop
• E.g.: XML, SDRAM, Flash,
Wireless 802.11
Biddle, White & Woods, ”How many standards in a laptop? (2010)
“Available at http://standardslaw.org/How_Many_Standards.pdf

Intellectual property models:
• (F)RAND (75%)
• Royalty free (22%)
• Pool (3%)
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Standard-setting organizations
and IPRs
■

Standards not necessarily subject to IPRs, but in practice
many standards nowadays are
 IPRs can also support more than one standard
 Royalties one way to incentivise participation in standardisation

■

“Patent thickets” in many industries force SSOs to
undertake a sort of “messy private ordering” and to “bargain
in the shadow of patent law”
 SSOs set rules for disclosure of IPRs and licensing commitments,
etc.
 Negotiating of royalties often bilaterally

■

Problems:
 Hold-out and hold-up
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Business models & incentives in SSOs
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Commission’s Horizontal Guidelines
■ Recognise benefits of standardisation
■ But certain "safe harbour" conditions
 Openness and transparency of process
 No restrictions that are not indispensable
 Available to all who wish to work the standard
 Standard must be non-binding
 Access to the standard on FRAND terms
•

FRAND commitments of holders of essential IPR
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SEPs, market power & abuse
■ SEPs may mean market

power



Commercial indispensability of
standard
Lock-in to standard

■ May mean market power

which would not have
existed absent the standard



Depends on ex ante
alternatives
Ex ante price - good indication
of FRAND

■ Alleged abuses of SEPs

related market power in
Commission cases


Patent ambush (Rambus)
 Transfer of FRAND
commitment (IPCom)
 Hold up with injunctions
(Samsung, Motorola)
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Patent ambush
■ IP holder intentionally fails to declare essential IP

during standard development process
■ Standard is adopted and lock-in occurs after industry
develops according to standard’s specifications
■ IP holder starts asserting patents
 Can reap monopoly profits because of its deception and

lock-in
 Would not have been able to do so otherwise

■ If market had known, alternatives would have been

considered/chosen
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INJUNCTIONS AND THE
„SMARTPHONE PATENT
WARS“

Source: http://www.philmug.ph/forum/f126/smartphone-patentsuits-arsenals-pics-80772/
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Smartphone patent wars

E.g. Apple vs Samsung and vice versa

Apple withdraws patent claim against Samsung's Galaxy S III
mini Dec 28th , 2012 at 8:23 PM ET
German court guns down third Samsung patent lawsuit, plus one
from Apple Mar 2nd 2012 5:20 AM ET
Apple v. Samsung: Cupertino's latest complaint alleges 17
devices infringe 8 of its patents Feb 16th 2012 1:24 AM ET
Apple seeks injunction against Samsung in California with newly
acquired patents (update: Galaxy Nexus targeted) Feb 10th 2012
2:07 PM ET
German court upholds ruling against Apple, clears Samsung
Galaxy Tab 10.1N for sale Feb 9th, 2012 8:01 AM ET
Apple broadens Australian patent lawsuit with 278 claims against
Samsung Feb 3rd 2012 5:51 AM ET
German court denies Apple request for preliminary ban on
Galaxy Tab 10.1N and Galaxy Nexus sales Feb 1st 2012 2:00
PM ET
German court upholds ban on original Galaxy Tab 10.1 Jan 31st
2012 4:28 AM ET
German court rejects Samsung's second 3G patent complaint
against Apple Jan 27th 2012 3:43 AM ET
Dutch court rejects Apple appeal, says Samsung Galaxy Tab
10.1 is legal Jan 24th 2012 6:33 AM ET
German court shoots down Samsung's 3G patent lawsuit against
Apple Jan 20th 2012 4:19 AM ET

Apple files German lawsuit against Samsung, targets
Galaxy S II, nine other smartphones Jan 17th 2012 8:41
AM ET
Samsung to release Galaxy Tab 7.0N in Germany, with
new form factor Jan 13th 2012 8:53 AM ET
Samsung's attempted iPhone 4S block in Italy denied,
already missed its French connection Jan 5th 2012 12:52
PM ET
German court's preliminary ruling says Samsung's
Galaxy Tab 10.1N isn't aping the iPad Dec 22nd 2011
11:10 AM ET
Apple alleges more Samsung IP infringement in Oz over
copycat tablet and phone cases Dec 20th 2011 12:55
PM ET
Samsung takes aim at Apple with Australian Galaxy Tab
ad, credits Cupertino for its popularity Dec 15th 2011
5:12 AM ET
Apple's request to block Samsung Galaxy tablet, phone
sales in the US is denied Dec 3rd 2011 12:24 AM ET
Apple appeals Samsung tablet ruling, Galaxy Tab 10.1
sales still blocked in Australia Dec 2nd 2011 12:14 AM
ET
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Source: http://www.engadget.com/saga/apple_samsung/

SEP-based injunctions before Huawei v ZTE
■ Examples for diverging views in national courts


Contractual rights for 3rd parties from FRAND
commitment?
•



Applicable law?
•



For ETSI standard: DE: German law; NL: French law

Proportionality/equity test for injunctions
•



DE: (-); UK (+); NL: no licence but pre-contractual good faith

UK: (+); DE: (-); NL: abuse of right test

Application of competition law?
•

DE: (+) "Orange Book"; NL (-); FR (?)

■ Preliminary reference (C-170/13 Huawei v ZTE)
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Abuse analysis in Motorola (& Samsung)
■ Injunctions are generally a legitimate remedy
■ Exceptional circumstances: SEP-based injunctions potentially

anti-competitive



Standardisation creates a specific antitrust context
Commitment to license on FRAND terms

■ Anti-competitive effects




(Temporary) exclusion from market
Disadvantageous licensing terms
Effect on standard-setting

■ There should be a willing licensee
■ Assessment of fundamental rights (IP, court access, business)
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Huawei v ZTE judgment (facts)
■ March 2013: request for a preliminary ruling under

Article 267 TFEU from the Landgericht Düsseldorf
■ Underlying dispute:
 SEP holder and implementer competitors in downstream

product markets
 After negotiations fail, SEP holder sues on one LTE patent

■ Questions by LG Düsseldorf in essence:
 Is seeking an injunction against a licensee willing to take
licence on FRAND terms abusive under 102 TFEU?
 If so, what factors are relevant for assessing willingness?
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Huawei v ZTE judgment (principles)
■ Exercise of IP right cannot in itself constitute an abuse of a

dominant position
 Only in exceptional circumstances (paras 46 and 47)

■ Access to court is a fundamental right
 But that right is not unlimited (paras 57-59)

■ SEPs are different
 Indispensability of the use of the SEP (para 49)
 Patent only became SEP in return for irrevocable commitment to

license on FRAND terms (para 51)

■ Legitimate expectations of third parties in accordance with

FRAND commitment given to standardisation body (para 53)
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Huawei vZTE judgment (process)
■ Conditions for SEP holder and alleged infringer
 SEP holder must fulfil certain conditions to prevent action for

injunction/recall to be abusive (para 55)
 Alleged infringer can only rely on abusive nature of action under
certain conditions (para 66)

■ Third-party determination possible if both agree

(para 68)
■ Validity/essentiality can be challenged in parallel
to negotiations (para 69)
■ Damages remain available (para 76)
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Huawei v ZTE: conditions to be fulfilled by
SEP holder/implementer
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Post Huawei vZTE
■ Application of Huawei v ZTE by national courts
 More than 40 orders and judgments, e.g.:
o

Düsseldorf Court of Appeal: Sisvel v Haier (requirements for making a
FRAND offer)

o

UK High Court: Unwired Planet v Huawei (FRAND setting by court)

A collection of national cases can be found, e.g., here: https://caselaw.4ipcouncil.com/

■ Follow-up actions by European Commission
 SEPs Communication (2017)
 SEPs expert group (ongoing)
 Studies on interplay between standardisation and patents
You can find information here: http://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/intellectualproperty/patents/standards_en
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
AND COMMISSION
INITIATIVES

Challenge ahead: SEPs licensing of mobile
industry meets Internet of Things
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Source: https://www.fool.com/investing/2016/11/14/3-top-internet-of-thingsstocks-to-buy-now.aspx

SEPs Communication – Main issues
 Lack of transparency
 Self-declaration of SEPs at SDOs, without scrutiny
 Asymmetry of information (risks for start-ups and SMEs)

 Disagreement on 'FRAND' licensing principles
 Diverging views on royalty calculation and licensing
conditions
 Lack of predictability fuels possible undesirable rent seeking
('hold up'/ 'hold out')

 Increased (sometimes abusive) litigation
 Interplay of Open Source and standardisation
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More transparency
 Improve databases of
SDOs (tool for licencing
negotiations)

 Pilot on essentiality checks
 Call for tender published

 More accurate
 Updated
 Easily accessible
information
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General principles for FRAND licensing
 General principles
 Parties negotiating in good faith are best placed to define FRAND
 No one-size-fit-all solution

 Valuation principles
 Clear relationship between licensing terms and economic value of patented
technology (present value added)
 Ensure continued incentives for SEP holders to contribute to standards
 Reasonable aggregate rate for the standard

 Non-discrimination and efficiencies
 No discrimination between 'similarly situated' implementers
 Worldwide portfolio licences for products with global circulation

 Encourage creation of patent pools and licensing platforms
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A balanced and predictable
enforcement regime
 Availability of injunctive relief under Huawei/ZTE
 Requirements for offer and counter-offer

 Proportionality considerations
 Litigation of patent portfolios
 Worldwide licence (if needed), offer can include non-SEPs but no
coercing

 Encourage parties to consider alternative dispute resolution
 Monitor activities of Patent Assertion Entities (PAEs)
 PAEs subject to same rules

 Awareness raising (SMEs)
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Excursion: FRAND valuation (I)
 FRAND terms
 Even if royalty in practice often main dispute, other terms of importance,
such as product scope, geographical coverage, payment terms, etc.

 Commission practice
 No decision that determines FRAND; Commission no royalty regulator

 Commission Horizontal Guidelines
 Royalties reasonable relationship with economic value of IPR
 Possible methods (not exhaustive list):
•

Royalties charged for IP prior to adoption of standard and industry lock-in

•

Ex ante disclosure of licensing terms in context of specific standard-setting process

•

Royalty rates charged for the same IPR in other comparable standards

•

Expert assessment of objective centrality and essentiality to standard

•

Cost-based methods generally not very helpful
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Excursion: FRAND valuation (II)
 FRAND determination by courts
 In EU: Unwired Planet v Samsung (contract law)
(but also several judgments on “FRANDness” of (counter-) offers pursuant to Huawei v ZTE)

 Outside EU, e.g.: (US) Microsoft v Motorola, Innovatio, Ericsson v DLink, TCL v Ericsson; (China) Huawei v InterDigital

 Approaches used (often both)
 Bottom-up
• Terms that willing licensee and willing licensor would have agreed upon
(no hold-out/hold-up)
• In practice often comparable agreements (crux: comparability)

 Top-down
• SEP holder’s share of total aggregated royalty rate for standard
• Particularly useful for eliminating royalty stacking
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Conclusions
■ EU: general antitrust context of SEPs confirmed
 Cannot be viewed exclusively through an IP prism
■ Central nature of the commitment to license on FRAND terms
■ SEP-based injunctions:
 Obligations on SEP holder (in particular offer on FRAND

terms) and de facto obligations for licensees
 National courts have fleshed out content of obligations
■ SEPs Communication
■ Further follow-up actions by Commission to the extent
necessary (SEPs expert group)
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